
  
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unified Odds Feed – 
Migration Guide 



 

Welcome to the migration guide to the Unified 
Odds Feed 

 
This document aims to assist you with workflows, and provide useful tips regarding the migration from the Legacy XML 
Odds Feeds to the Unified Odds Feed. We hope this helps you to prepare and plan your integration efficiently. 

 

Tips and Tricks 
This list of tips and tricks has been collated using feedback from customers who have already migrated from the 

Legacy XML Odds Feeds to our new Unified Odds Feed.  

1. Start early - Technical integration within our program and using our .NET or Java SDK takes, on average, 10-12 
weeks. It is also followed by extensive testing before you can safely switch off the Legacy Feeds. We recommend 
initiating integration by February 2020 at the latest, in order to meet the August 2020 deadline, when the Legacy 
Feeds will be decommissioned. 
 

2. Join the Integration Program - We understand that many of our customers have completed feed integrations 
before. However, the Integration Program avoids misinterpretation of documentation, provides dynamic support via a 
skype group and increases the speed and quality of integration. We have seen significant advantages for customers 
who have joined the program and would encourage you to not miss out on this high-quality support, which is 
provided free of charge.  
 

3. Choose the right channel - Once your integration account has been set up, your Sales Representative and our 

standard 24-hour support are no longer the point of contact. You will require support directly from a technical team 
who are experienced with Unified Feed integrations. The colleagues behind client-setup@sportradar.com have 
completed more than 200 integrations and will provide any assistance that you require. 
 

4. Plan your launch with us – Unfortunately, launching on the day that integration is completed will not be possible. 
The standard process is launching with your existing Legacy Feeds account, instead of with the integrating account. 
To fully prepare for this, you should allow a few days after the technical part is completed. Please inform us prior to 
your launch date via client-setup@sportradar.com or Sportradar-Support. 
 

5. Plan for the integration review - We provide a review of your integration free of charge. This is completed in a 
2-hour skype session during which we undertake backend checks of content, processing messages and recovery. 
Without the review we cannot connect you to our production feed. Once you have contacted us, the review will be 
undertaken within 48 hours.  
 

6. Chose certification - Where it is mandatory to do an integration review (5), it is highly recommended to do a 
Certification, also free of charge. This involves speed testing on frontend and checks your integration in more 
granular detail than the standard review does. We make sure you go live with an integration that has been 
thoroughly checked. 
 

7. Request account transition - Your integration account will not be used for going live on the Unified Odds Feed. 

We will set up your existing productive Legacy Feeds account with the new feed services and this account is then 
promoted to the production environment. Contact your Sales Representative to arrange this in time before your 
planned launch date. 
 

8. Handle legacy and UOF in parallel - When we set up your existing Legacy Feed account with the UOF 
services, you can then run both feeds on this account at the same time. In case you want to move to UOF sport by 
sport, prepare to configure each sport correctly: Legacy Feed on the Betradar.com system, Unified Odds Feed on 
the "Ctrl" back office. 
 

9. Get training - The new backoffice "Ctrl" has many great features, but it is more efficient to undertake training than 
a learn-by-doing approach. We offer this service free of charge, please contact your sales representative or our 
support team to arrange a time and date. 
 

10. Plan in configuration time - Your "old" Betradar.com configuration cannot be copied over to the "Ctrl" templates. 
You will need to allocate time to set up your margin/odds key configuration on "Ctrl". However, we are able to copy 
the alert bookmakers from Betradar.com to "Ctrl" for the monitoring/alert features. 
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11. Customise your odds ladders - "Ctrl" offers a feature to set your customised odds ladders, which take care of 

selecting suitable odds values for each market and also manages rounding requirements. You are unable set these 
odds in the configuration section of "Ctrl". 
 

12. Request alert functionality – If you have used our Trading Tools in Betradar.com you will be able to use our 

new alert system in "Ctrl". It is switched off as default in order to reduce load on our systems. Please request to 
switch the Alerts on via support, so you can use them right away. 
 

13. Configure pre-match to live handover - The UOF provides several options when your Live Odds should 
replace your Pre-match Odds, prior to or exactly at match-start. The configuration can be set 
in https://config.betradar.com/feed-options 
 

14. Request launch support – We can guide you through the hours prior to launch. If you have been part of our 
Integration Program, we are also happy to give you direct skype support. Please inform us ahead of your chosen 
time slot so that we can allocate appropriate resources.  

 

15. Count in trader training - Your integration account is customized to integrate the Unified Odds Feed. However, it 
has some limitations on trader-facing functionalities; the Alert functionality and the bookmakers list (to compare your 
odds with) are not available on that environment. In order to use all "Ctrl" functionalities most effectively, an account 
which connects to our production environment is required. Therefore, allocate training time for your traders after the 
integration test has passed, so they do not have to work in features that they are unfamiliar with. 
 

16. Plan the transition of bets - You can choose between transitioning at once for all sports or alternatively doing it 
sport by sport. Bets that came in on the Legacy Feed events then have to receive settlements when UOF has taken 
over. You can leave both feeds running to ensure that all legacy bets are settled, or you can map the markets which 
received legacy bets with the UOF market IDs to settle them via the new feed. 
 

17. Plan decommission of Legacy Feeds - After your Unified Feed has launched, we have to shut down your 

Legacy Feeds. There is a transition time granted during which you can move over sport by sport and use the Legacy 
Feeds as a backup, but after a few weeks we will have to deactivate these legacy services  
 

18. Contact us - If you can’t find answers here, please see our FAQs for more information:  If you still have questions, 
please contact us at migration@sportradar.com 
 

19. Don't forget no.1.   
 

 
 
 
 

 

Bet Transition 

In the event of receiving bets on the same match on both the Legacy Feed and then the UOF feed after transition, 
you have a couple of options; some customers transition by cutting off the Legacy Feeds in a low business period 
and turn on UOF, others will implement a "soft" transition (map bets placed on legacy markets to UOF markets and 
settle them with UOF settlements). As a result, you can either: 

a. leave the Legacy Feeds running until all bets placed on legacy markets are settled, but stop providing legacy 
markets for newly placed bets 

b. map the legacy markets to UOF markets and use UOF settlements to settle bets placed on legacy markets 
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Step by Step to Completion 
 
 
The following chapter lists the various scenarios of migrating to the new feed in a step-by-step format. 

 

A) Integration of all odds services together 

1. Request an Integration Account via Sales with odds services to integrate (e.g. Pre-match) 
2. Log in to the integration account and connect to the feed on integration environment 
3. Study integration documentation 
4. Enter the UOF Integration Program (Recommended) 
5. Complete Integration 
6. Pass Integration Review (mandatory) 
7. Pass Certification (recommended) 
8. Get your existing Legacy Production Account set up with Unified Odds Feed integrated services. Your 

Integration Account remains as your developer/test account. For your Production Account you have two options: 

a. set up your UOF configuration on the production account (Betradar will not take any action) 
b. we copy the UOF configuration from the Integration Account to Production Account  

9. Create token to connect to UOF production feed on your Production Account 
10. Your operation is ready to go live 
11. Remove Legacy Feed services from all accounts after the short period during which the Legacy Feed can be 

used as a backup. 

B) Integration of multiple odds services back to back  

1. Request an Integration Account via Sales with odds services to integrate (e.g. Pre-match) 
2. follow the steps in section A) 2-5 
3. Complete Integration of service A 
4. Pass Integration Review for service A (mandatory) 
5. Pass Certification (Recommended) 
6. Get the existing Legacy Feed Production account set up with Unified Odds Feed integrated service A (other 

services which have not passed the test will not yet get set up now) 
7. Set up the configuration, choosing between a and b described in section A 8. 
8. Create token to connect to UOF production feed of producer A 
9. Service A is ready to go live 
10. Remove Legacy Service A from all accounts 
11. Request service B (Live Odds) for your Integration Account 
12. Re-enter the UOF Integration Program (Recommended) 

Repeat .......... 
 
C) Integration of all odds services sport by sport 

1. Request an Integration Account with Sales including all desired producers/services 
2. Follow the steps of section A) 1-8. 
3. Get existing Production Account set up with Unified Odds Feed on integrated and tested services 
4. Set up the configuration for the first sport (AA) you want to offer on this integrated service in the Ctrl back office. 
5. Create token to connect to UOF production feed 
6. Receive UOF odds feed on sport AA 
7. Disable Sport AA in the Betradar.com configuration section of Legacy Feed Production to stop receiving the 

legacy odds feed for sport AA 
8. Service for Sport AA is ready to go live 

Repeat for sport BB... 

D) Migration to UOF as MTS customer 

1. Request an Integration Account with Sales including all desired producers/services 
2. Follow the steps of section A) 1-7.  
3. Pass UOF Integration Certification (mandatory) 
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4. Migration to UOF markets in ticket feed to MTS 
5. Get your existing MTS production Legacy Feed Account set up with Unified Odds Feed on integrated and tested 

services 
6. For the configuration set up you have two options: 

1. set up your configuration on the production account (Betradar will not take any action) 
2. we copy the configuration from the Integration Account to Production Account for you 

7. Create token to connect to UOF production feed on your Production Account 
8. Your operation is ready to go live 
9. Remove Legacy Feed services from all accounts after a short period where the Legacy Feed can be used as a 

backup. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For more information please check our website 

www.betradar.com or contact our 

sales department via sales@betradar.com 
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